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Unit 323 Search engine marketing 
 

UAN: Y/505/1586 

Level: 3 

Credit value: 5 

GLH: 32 

Endorsement by a 
sector or regulatory 
body: 

This unit is endorsed by the Council for 
Administration. 

Aim: Search engine marketing (e.g. pay per click) 
is an extremely important channel for e-
commerce companies, providing a large 
percentage of website traffic for a business.  
 
This unit will equip a learner with the 
necessary knowledge and skills to 
understand and implement a search engine 
pay per click campaign. They will learn how 
to select keywords and keyword phrases 
and propose a campaign to meet the 
objectives of a brief. They will consider 
factors such as target audience, location, 
best design practice for an ad, and use an 
analytics system to evaluate success. 

 

Learning outcome 

The learner will: 
1. understand how search engine marketing fits into the marketing 

objectives of a business  

Assessment criteria 

The learner can: 
1.1 distinguish between organic and paid search 
1.2 explain the benefits of a paid search ad to a business 
1.3 describe the processes of a paid search marketing campaign 
1.4 explain how location affects the success of a paid search ad 
1.5 explain how to optimise the location of paid search ads 
1.6 explain the factors to consider when planning a paid search 

marketing campaign for a business 
1.7 describe good practice for creating a paid search ad 
1.8 describe elements of an effective paid search ad destination 
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Range 

Processes 
Identifying keywords, bidding, creating ads, creating a destination, 
evaluation (analysis, tracking etc.), keyword optimisation refinement 
Factors 
Aims and objectives, target audience, message, cost, time, available 
skills and resources, accessibility, optimisation, competitors 
Good practice 
URL, headline, call to action, use of key words, star rating/review 
summary 
Elements 
Bespoke landing page, content clearly relevant to promotion in ad, 
promotion prominent/highlighted, , regular updates 

 

Guidance 
Benefits 
Control over budget and where ads appear, easy to change ad copy, 
iterative evaluation and refinement, etc. 
Location 
Refers to both  

 which websites/search results pages and  
 where on the page the ad appears. 

 

Learning outcome 

The learner will: 
2. understand the role of keywords and keyword phrases in a paid 

search marketing campaign 

Assessment criteria 

The learner can: 
2.1 distinguish  
2.2 distinguish 

phrases 
2.3 explain the considerations for selecting keywords and keyword 

phrases 
2.4 explain the purpose of different types of data provided by 

technology to measure success 

 

Range 

Considerations 
Competitors, costs, target audience 
Different types of data 
Reports, statistics, metrics (click through rates (CTR), cost per click 
(CPC), cost per acquisition (CPA), cost per mile (CPM), cost per 
impression (CPI)) 
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Learning outcome 

The learner will: 
3. be able to run a paid search marketing campaign 

Assessment criteria 

The learner can: 
3.1 select keyword and keyword phrases for a paid search ad to meet 

requirements of a brief 
3.2 create a paid search ad to meet requirements of a brief 
3.3 identify refinements needed to an ad campaign as a result of ta 

analysis 
3.4 evaluate the success of the campaign against the aims and 

objectives of a brief 

 

Range 

Ad 
Message, text/copy, link 
Evaluate 
Reports, metrics, analytics 

 

Guidance 

Ad 
The learner is expected to create an ad that utilises the elements made 
available by the ad (server) format chosen such as; message, text/copy, 
link/URL, headline, review, image etc 
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Unit 323 Search engine marketing 
Supporting information 

Evidence requirements 
Portfolio evidence. 
 
LO3 must be evidence through running one real world campaign. 

Guidance 
This unit does not require a learner to explain how search engines work, 
but they should be able to understand their central role in search engine 
marketing. 
 
Organic search - Improving position in search results by optimising a web 
page (keywords, metadata etc.) 
 
Paid search - Paying for a more prominent position in search results 
 
  


